A N.Y. Sidewalk

Geoff Azzopardi
This place...
dark, dreary, and desolate.
A piece of
dirt
constructed
with
gravel
sand
foundation!
Which has had many visitors
... squished gum ...
... a smoldering cigarette ...
and finally the flat cement
whipped around
then crushed by a shoe
the force of nature
or two.
The sun beats down
on this piece of concrete
wherever it can
... rain drops ...
brightly colored lines
etched by a little kid for a
HOP-SCOTCH game.
Dogs.
Snow.
Dust.
And leaves.
Crack lines which stretch from end to end creating several spider webs. Broken glass from a soda bottle which was dropped by accident.

A graffitied skull and white skeletons.

A jack hammer beating up the parking meter in the hole with more cement. Who knows what will abuse a N.Y. SIDEWALK next!
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